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RATE-OF-CLIMB INDICATORS
By DANIIIL P. JOHNSON
The theoqy of the rate-of-ohnb im%odor ia d-eaelopea!
in aform adzptedjor application to tb imtrmnent in its
prewmt-dayform. Compensationsfor altitude, tempera-
ture, and rate OJchange oj temperatureare ckxwsed from
the designer’8 standpoint on the bade of this theory.
Certain dynumic e~eots, including in&?rumentlag, and
fb use of the rate-o$climb indioator as a statoscope are
also coderai. Modern inatrwnds are de8aribed. A
laborato~ ted procedure is outlined and test reds are
giOen.
INTRODUCTION
Before rate-of-climb indicators were available, stato-
scopes were used by balloonists to detect departure from
conetmt altitude. Those instruments contained a
closed ohamber at atmospheric pressure. If the altitude
changed, air would have to flow inta or out of the cham-
ber to equaIize the pressure. This flow took place
through a tube in which was trapped a small amount
of liquid, so that the air passed in bubbles. The
direction of motion of the bubbles showed whether the
craft waa rising or falling, and the frequency of ocour-
remmshowed the rate of change of altitude.
Lat= there was devaloped the balloon variometer,
essentialitya rata-of-olimb indioator, in which the flow
inta the chamber took place through a capillary Ieak.
The pressure dhlerence across the leak, measured with
a sensitive Iiquid manometer, provided a quantitative
indication of the rate of climb. (See reference I.) Ii
some instruments, when it was desired to fly at con-
stant altitude, the leak could be olosed, whereupon the
manometer would indioate the difkrenoe between the
constant ohamber pressure and the atmospheric pres-
sure, thu9 providing a sensitive altimeter for use in
holding the airoraft at a constant prtwsurealtitude.
A U-tube manometer was usabIe as long as the rate-
of-olimb indicator was intanded for use in the relatively
steady balIoon or dirigible, but the use of a Iiquid-type
manometer prewmted serious ditllculties in airphme
maneuvers. On this account, a diaphragm oelI was
substituted for the manometer. For a fuller descrip
tion of this type and earlier instruments, see reference
2. Considerable refinement was now possible in the
instrument; the time lag has been decreased, and com-
pensations for temperature effects and for change in
sensitivity with altitude have recently been intro-
duced, so that the indication corresponded reasonably
well to the rate of climb in the standard atmosphere.
&other recent improvement did away with the sepa-
rate vacuum bottIe that formed the olosed chamber in
servioe instruments and utihzed the case of the indi-
cator itself for this purpose. This change made pos-
sible a considerable saving in weight and increased the
ease of insttiation.
Rate+f-climb indicators are now used both as indi-
oatara of level flight and as indioatms of the rate of
olimb or desoent. When the pilot ia trying to main-
tain level flight, it is essential to Imow when the rate of
climb is exactly zero and to have an immediate indica-
tion of small changea of altitude. Therefore, the
instrument should have a zero point which does not
shift under flight conditions and whioh may be conveni-
ently adjusted to take care of secular changes. The
time lag should be short enough to allow the instru-
ment ta respond ta quick changes in altitude but not
so short that the pointer becomes unsteady in gusty
air.
A moderately accurate quantitative indication of the
rate of cIimb or descent ia desired in holding the air-
plane at an efficient climbing speed, in coming in for a
hiding, or in passenger service where there me restric-
tions on the rate of dwoent. The aocuracy of present-
day rate-o f-olimb indicatom is quite adequate for these
uses. The rate-of-climb indicator is the most im-
portant instrument on a glider, where it is essential to
detect rising air currents promptly. It is a necessity
on balloons wnd airships where altitude is controlled
by VdV’& lift gas and dropping ballast. In fight-
teding aircraft @ere is desired a record and greater
accuraoy than is obt tiabIe (even now) from rate-of-
olimb indicators and, accordingly, the rate of climb is
usuaUy oomputed from the indications of a barograph.
This paper was prepared with the cooperation and
the fianciaI support of the NatiogaI Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics.
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THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
The elements of a Ieak-tne rate-of-climb indicator
are shown in figure 1. The kterior C of the instrument
forms an insulatad chamber, which is connected to the
static pressure line through a leak B. Tha outlet A is
also connected to the interior of a diaphragm cell D,
which therefore serves to measure the differential pres-
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sure across the leak. The displacement of the dia-
phragm is transmitted to the pointer by means of a
suitable mechanical train, such as a Iink, bell crank,
Bettor, and pinion.
DBFIWIION OF SYMBOIS
The symbols used in the discussion are ddned beIow.
Quantities used only once will be defined in the text.
Z, pressure altitude in United States stand-
ard atmosphere.
o=#I rate of olimb in the standard atmosphere.
, indication of instrument.
~, volume of chamber C (fig. I).
t, time.
k, time constant.
A10=2.30A=time lag.
K, calibration coefficient.
L, coefficient of rate of change of tempera-
ture.
n, ratio of time constant to damping con-
stant of instrument with leak removed.
a, rate of change in volume with respect to
differential pressure.
b, rata of ohange in volume with respect to
atmospheric pressure.
e, rate of change in volume with respect to
instrument temperature.
M=x/Ap, sensitivity of pressure gage.
INITIALASSUMPTIONS
(a) The standard rats of climb will be based on the
United States standard atmosphere (references 3 and 4),
which was calculated from the La Place barometric
equation:
dp. .+!@ (1)
and, for altitudes below 35,000 feet, the following
relation ketween altitude and temperature:
T=288–O.0019812Z (2)
By elimination of Z between these two equations and
integration and substitution of the numerical values of
the constants, there results for the standard atmosphere
a reIation between the pressure and tempernture:
T/288= (p/760)”Jw (3)
(b) The relation between pressure drop across the
Ieak and the flow F through it, may be put in the form
Ap= +PaF (4)
For “thespecial case in which the leak is formed by a
long capillary, equation (4) reduces to I?oiseuille’s law,
(5)
inwhich a=$, where 1 is the length and r the radius
of the capillary. The more general form is used since
the leak need not be a capillary tube but maybe much
more complioatedj perhaps involving separately or in
combination, otices or valves that are oponed or
closed by the mechanism of the device. The leak coeffi-
cient a oan be said to be dependent on the physical
dimensions of the leak but subject to control by tlm
?-J,P! T, pressure, density, and absoluta tempera- I designer to-affect altitude and temperature compensa-
. . . . . -
ture of the fiie air.
Pet P., Tct
PK, PK, TK,
A
at
9,
pressure, density, and absolub texnpera-
ture of air in chamber.
pressure, density, and absoIute tempera-
ture of air at the Ieak.
absolute viscosity of air (at leak).
leak coefficient.
acceleration due to gravity.
Ap: =p.–p, pressure drop acrom le~.
m= pcV=mass of air in chamber.
~=~, the gas constant for unit mass of air
Tp (3078 ft.’/sec.’ 0 C.).
F, volume rate of flow of air outward through
leak.
tion~ The leak coefficient is a constant for the special
case of lmninar flow in a long capillary but may bDa
slowIy varying function of the air density and rate of
flow for other types of restrictions.
(c) Air is aswrned to be a perfect gas so that for a
unit mass
p=pRT (6)
(d) In order to simplify the mathematical discussion,
use wilI be made, wherever possible, of the fuct that the
di.flerence between the pressures in the chamber, the
leak, and in the free air, and the difference between
temperature in the chamber and in the leak, am small
with respect to the absolute values of those quantities,
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so that the quantities ~~; ~~ and ~= may be set equal
to unity without serious error.
(e) For convenience, the relation between the indica-
tion and the pressure drop across the leak is put in the
form
MAp=x (7)
where?’jtl is the sensitivity of the pressure gage. The
sensitivity is subject to control by the designer in order
to~obtain the desired calibration and ta effect tempera-
ture~and altitude compensation. This relation omii%
consideration of the effect of inertia and friction in the
indicating mechani5m. As far as these effeote are
subject to analysis, they may be introduced by sub-
stitution of a suitable differential equation for equa-
tion (7).
DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENEEAL EQUATION
If the airpressure p is decreasing (ascent), there w-ill
be a flow of gas outward through the leak of the instm-
ment at a fits given by the e-quation:
F–
I dm
[
dp.
——p; zi=-plr Pc~+ v~ 1
.+f%..;:~]
setting := 1 and substituting in equation
is obtained
(8)
(4), there
(9)
The rate of change in vohune is usmdly small and is
incidental to the operation of the indicating means.
It may be separated into three parts: due to changes
in dtierential pressure Ap, to changes in atmospheric
pressure p, and to changes in the instrument tempera-
ture T..
Therefore, one may set
(10)
where the coefficients a, b, and c are the rates of change
of vohune with re9pect to diilerential pre.wme, absolute
pr~ure, and instrument temperature, respectively.
Now, since Pc=P+AP
or, recalling that pCis very nearly ecpd to p, there is
obtained
(11)
The rate of climb, q may be introduced by the use of
the barometric fornda. From equation (1) it follows
that
(12)
in which T is reIated to the free-air pressure, p, by
equation (3) for an instrument calibrated to the United
States standard atmosphere.
The general equation for the leak-type of rate-of-
climb indicator is now obtained by successive substitu-
tion into equation (9) from equations (10), (11), (12),
and (7) and dividing by the coefficient of x:
INTEEPEETATION OF THE GENERAL EQUATION
The general equation (13) may be rewritten in the
form:
inwhich
w-illbe called the time constant,
~=lkfwg+bp)
the calibration coefficient, and
<)L=MP ;–C
(14)
(15a)
(15b)
(15C)
the cwfficient of the rate of change of temperature.
The signh5cance of these coefficients wilI now be dis-
cussed.
Calibration coefficient-aItitude and temperature
compensation.-If an instrument is subjected to a
change of pressure at such a rate and under such con-
ditions that the indication and the instrument tempera-
ture are constant, equation (14) will reduce to
x=Kti (16)
It is desirable that an instrument be so constructed
that the calibration coefficient K is, as nearly as pos-
sible, independent of altitude and of instrument tem-
perature.
Of the vmious factors in the calibration coeflhient
K, the gas constant 2? and the acceleration of gravity g
are constant; the viscosity u at the leak, and the tem-
perature T of the free air, are variable but not subject
ta control by the designer and therefore must be com-
pensated for; and the sensitivity Mof the pressuregage,
the leak coefficient a, and the quantity (V+bp) are
subject to control by the designer.
Of the uncontrolled variables, for which compensa-
tion must be made, P is nearly independent of the
pressure and proportional to the absolute temperature
T. of the instrument. Compensation for its variation,
lmown as temperature compensation, is obtained if
the product of the three factors under the designer’s
control is maintained inverseIy proportional to the
viscosity.
If, m is usually the case,it is desired that the instru-
ment indicate the rate of change of altitude in the
Uhited States standard atmosphere, the temperature
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2’ is that given by equation (2) as a function of the
standard altitude or by equ@ion (3) as a function of
the pressure. In order to obtain altitude compensa-
tion, that is, compensation for the variation of T,
in the standard atmosphere, it is the problem of the
designer to adjust the dependence on pressure of the
three design factors under his control so that their
product increases linearly with the altitude.
In the preeentday instrument the volume V .is
generally constant, its variation being only thqt. inci-
dental to the operation of the mechanbrn; also ~ will
be small, and therefore the quantity (V+ bp) will
change but slightly. Altitude and temperature com-
pensation will therefore be obtained either by selection
of the leak characteristic, or by the introduction of
pressure-sensitive and temperature-sensitive auxiliary
mechanisms that will produce the desired changes in
the leak coefficient or in the pressure-gage sensitivity.
If an instrument is calibrated tu indicate the rate of
climb in the standard atmosphere, the true rate of
climb may be obtained by multiplying the indication
by the ratio of the.existing free-air temperature to the
temperature in the standard atmosphere at that
pressure.
An instrument with const~t a, M, ~d V “could be
graduated to read the true rate of cIimb in the existing
atmosphere provided that the temperature at the leak
be the same as the temperature of the free air. If the
temperature at the leak were not the same aa that of
the free air, the ratio of the indication to the true rate
of cdimbwould be equal to TK/T. (See reference 6.)
Effeot of rate of ohange of temperature.-Since the
instrument chamber does not have perfect thermal
insulation, its temperature may change at a rate that
will have a eiflcant effect on the indication if it is
exposed to surroundings at a.greatly diiferent temper-
ature, Equation (14) may be written in the form:
$+’=+’+i+a (17)
where
~V-cT,JIrI the foregoing ratio, the quantities ~ and ~,
may be expected to have valum not far from unity, and
R~ has the conetant value of 96.0 feet per degree centi-
grade. Therefore ~ will be of the order of 100 feet
per degree centigrade.
The effect on the instrumeritof a change in tempera-
ture will be quits similar to that of a chmge in altitude.
In particuhw, if the instrument temperature were rising
at a rate of 1° C. per minute, the indication will be the
same as though the altitude were increasing at a rate
of about 100 feet per minute. Under extreme condi-
tions during an altitude flight, or after an airplane I-Ias
been taken outdoors from a hangar, a temperature
change at this rate might be obtained.
This efl%ct may be decreased by improving the
insulation of the chamber or be compensated by tho
introduction of an auxiliary mechanism that will shift
$he pointer of the indicator by an amount proportional
to the rate of change of temperature.
Time oonstant,—If the instrument is subjected to a
varying rate of climb, the indication wilI not follow the
rate of climb exactly. If the rate of climb is constant
and the initkd indication is not equal to it, the indica-
tion will not immediately assume its final value but will
approach it slowly. H ‘t-k ‘reed ‘at %=0 ‘d
the calibration is such that K= 1, the indication z is
given by the solution of the general equation (14) in
the form:
h$+x=v (18)
inwhich v is the imposed rate of climb.
For a constant value of v, the solution of this equation
is the well-known expression for exponential decay
(19)
where x=b when the time t= O, and approaches the
value of v as a limit, and where h is the time constant,
It maybe seen that h is the time required for the difler-
snce between the indication and its final constrtntvalue
tQdecrease to I/e times the initial difference,
Bg reference to equation (15a) it will be seen that
h increasea with increase of the viscosity of air (that is,
with increasing instrument temperature) and increases
with decreasing prcmure (or increasing aItitude),
The time constant may be decreased by decreasing the
volume V of the chamber, or by decreasing the leak
coefficient a. In order ta keep the same value of the
mlibration coefficient Kt a decrease in a or V makes
nece4sary an increase in M, the semitivity of the
pressuregage,
The rate of change of volume with respect to differen-
tial pressure (coef&cient a in equations (10) and (15rL))
may afkt the time lag considerably. For example,
k an instrument for which V= 500 cubic centimeters,
P=20 millimeters of water at an indication of 2,000
Ieet per minute; a change in volume of 1 cubic centi-
meter for this indication would double the time lag,
b increase in the sensitivity of the pressure gage
tithout changing the calibration or too great an in-
meaee in the value of the coefllcient a will decrease
ihe time lag,
Thus far there has been no consideration of the effect
]f inertia and friction in the indicating mechanism,
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DYNAMIC EFFEO’M
These factors may be introduced by replacing equation
(7) by a differential equation, such as
(20)
where laand 11are oonstants. In an actual installation,
there may also be some external damping, as by a long
line of snd-bore tubing from the instrument to the
static tube. Also the diaphragm cell of the pre-ssure-
measuring element may be vented to the outlet through
a capillary leak. Consideration of the effect of any of
these factors will lead to a general equation similar to
equation (14) except that there will appear, in addition,
terms containing second and higher derivatives of z
vzithrespect to time.
Draper and Sohliestett (reference 6) have considered
the problem in which the general equation involvw the
second derivative of x with respect to t.
Their equation,
(21)
follows from a development simiIar to that used to
obtain equation (14), neglecting the term involtig the
rate of change of temperature and substituting for
equation (7) the diflerentifd equation
K(7X
--3+x=MAp (22)
It can be shown that the principal effect of the inclu-
sion of seoond or higher derivatives in the general
equation will be the addition to the solution of transient
terms of rapid decay, the efleot of which is important for
a short time immediately after a change from one cm-
stmt value of v to another, but may be neghwted
thereafter.
For example, consider an instrument for whicn K=l,
L=4 seconds, and n= 6, which is subjected to an instan-
taneous ohange of rate of climb from an initial vahe of
zero to a value oat time t=O. The solution of equation
(18) for these conditions is:
o—x=tie-LA
For the same initial conditions the solution of equation
(21) is
v—x=%e-tA—5e-uA4 4
By the time t=1=2 seconds the seoond term will be 1-
than 3 percent of the first, and the two solutions will be,
for practical purpose9, equivahmt except for a constant
factor n/(n–1)
Of oourse, the elasticity and the damping of the
meohanism pl~y an important part in the reaction of
the instrument to such external disturbances as
vibration. For instance, it is important that the design
2091u~2
be such that the resonance frequency of the indioator
mechanismfall outside the frequency rmge of vibrations
encountered in setice.
SENSITIVITYIN INDICATINGLEVEL FIKJHT
For the purpose of determining the sensitivity of the
instrument in indicating level flight, assume that the
rate of climb is a sine function of the time, that is,
V=v(l Sind (23)
where 2r/w is the period of the oscillation in rate of
climb. Then equation (18) becomes
The steady state scktion ia of the form
Two extreme cases may be noted.
(a) If Xa is very small, the solution reduoes to
X=vo sind
and the instrument is seen to indicate the rate of climb
for moderately slow changes of altitude.
(b) If ti is very large the ecdution becomes
But the variation in altitude, as obtained by integrating
equation (23), is
AZ= –: Cosd
and consequently
Ax=u (24)
Equation (24) shows that the response of the ra&of-
chnb indicator is proportiomd to the change of altitude
for shotipetiod variations in altitude. This fact makes
the instrument a sensitive aid in maintaining level
flight. Equation (24) is not only valid for short-
period cyclic variations in altitude but is also approxi-
mately correct for any change in altitude, provided
that the time required is 1sssthan the time constant k.
A more exact analysis would take into account the
mmner in which the &singe of ihitude occurred and
the second-order lag effeots discussed in the preceding
section. For an instrument in which A=4 seconds and
n= 5, the indication for an instantaneous change of
altitude is about two-thirds that calculated from equa-
tion (24] and is about 56 percent for an dlitude ohange
taking place at a constant rate in a time equal to the
time cunstant. b experimental tests on typical
instruments, the maximum indication after a rapid
change of altitude was found to be about 70 peroent of
the indication calculated from equation (24).
.-
.—
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The sensitivity of the rate-of-climb indicator to
sudden ch.angeeof altitude may be illustrated by tho
following example. A rate-of-climb indicator whose
time consttint is 4 seconds h. subjected to a sudden
altitude change of 10 feet. By equation (24) the maxi-
mum indication would be
x=.1O ft./4 sec.=150 ft,/min.
If the correction be made for second-order dynamic
effects, where n= 6, this value will be reduced to z= 100
ft.@n. for an instantaneous change or.to x=84 ft./ miu.
for a change taking place in 4 seconds. Now, for a
rate-of-climb indicator having a scale of 4,000ft./rein.
per revolution of the pointer, the pointer motion for this
10-foot change of altitude would be 9° to 7.5° of arc.
In a sensitive altimeter. with. 1,000 feet per pointer
revoluticrn, the pointer motion for a 10-foot change of
elevation is 3.6° of arc, Thus the rate-of-climb
indicator is ordinarily a little more than twice aamsei-
tive to smtdl, sudden changes of altitude as the sensitive
altimeter.
The desirability” of a sensitive indication of rapid
changes in altitude, combined with the desirability of
a short time lag, created a demand for an instrument
having the emahst time constant feasible. When the
time constant was reduced below 4 seconds, howevar,
the instrument became unsteady in gusty air. The
present value of the time ccmetantin the neighborhood
of 4 seconds is a compromise between quick response
and steadiness. -..
ZFFECT OF ADDITIONALREETRIC~ONS
It is possible to modify the performance of the instru-
ment somewhat by introducing additional obstructions
to the flow of air in the instrument.
A restriction in the line leading to the diaphragm
that damps pressure changes within the cell will avoid
the unsteadiness associated with a short time lag. In
the use of the instrument to indicate level flight, the
effect of this damping is to increase the time interval
between a sudden change in static pressure and the
maximum indication of the instrument, although there
will be no change in the time constant. The instrument
W not respond to extremely quick changea of pressure,
such as occur in gusty air, but the sensitivity of the
instrument to pressure changes associated with the
variations of the altitude of the aircraft as a whole will
not be greatly affected. There wiU be a reduction of
sensitivity of the instrument, when used as a rate-of-
()climb indicator, in the ratio 1—~ “
A restriction in the sttitic line, ahead of both the dia-
phragm connection and the leak, will not change the
sensitivity of the instrument as an indicator of rate of
climb but will increase the time lag and consequently
decrease the sensitivity of the instrument as an indicator
of level flight.
DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL RATE-OF-CLIMB
INDICATORS
Most ratB-of-climb indicators in present-day use aro
similarin principle to that sketched in figure 1, for which
bhe theory has been developed in previous sections.
rhe mechanism is enclosed in a standard 2%-inch did
wse, of length from 4 to 6 inches. .The weight of the
kwt.rumentis about 1~ pounds. In common nirphmc
rate-of-climb indicato~, the pointer moves one-half
revolution for a rate of climb of 2,ooO feet per minute.
The calibration extends from 2,000 to – 3,000 feet
per minute, although most instruments will indicate
rates of climb as great as &4,000 feet per minute.
[nstrtients are equipped with a knob for resetting the
pointer to zero.
The designs of the mechanisms by the various manu-
facturers di.tTerchiefly in the methods by which the
various compensations are obtained. For this reason
the description of the various instruments will bo
limited largely to the means of obtaining tho various
compensations, together with an indication of significant
departures from the typical design.
The rate-of-climb indicato~ used in airships,balloons,
md gliders are similar to those used in airplanes Except
that a greater sensitivity and a smaller rmge me
ordinarily deeired.
Kollsman,-In the IKollsmanrate-of-climb indicator,
the correction for altitude and instrument temperature
m
P--
D
/s
L--
G.” “’
z?..Q...B
FIGURE2-Leak rmemblyofKollemanrete.of-cltmbIndIcator. AIsthe Inletfrom
the EteUcIfne; S, diaphragm cell; F, groovein movableplatw G, gTwr13IIIMe-
tionary plate; P, statlormryPletqQ, movabIeplatq and S, spring.
is obtained by variation of the length of the capillary
forming the leak. The leak (fig. 2) is formed by a
groove G engraved on a fixed flat plate P upon which is
laid another movable flat plate Q. A larger groove F
is cutin the movable plate at an angle to the first and
open to the chamber nt both ends. Thus the groove G
forms a small channel of capillaly size that extends
from the edge of the plate, where the connection to the
static-pressure line A is made, to the point where the
two grooves meet. The length of this channel may be
varied by changing the position of the upper plate,
which bears against a diaphragm ceu B filled with air
under pressure. By a proper choice of the pressuro to
which the cell is filled, it is possible to obtain simul-
taneous temperature and altitude compensation. If
the instrument temperature decreases, the pressuro in
the auxiliary celI falls, the cell contracts, and the plah
is moved so as to lengthen the capillary. This action
increases the value of the leak coefficient a (see cquotion
(15b)) to compensate for the decrease of viscosity with
decrease in temperature. If the nltitude increases, the
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pressure in the instrument falls, the cell expands,
and the capilla~ shortens. The decrease of a com-
pensates for the decrease, with increasing altitude, of
the factor Tin the calibration coefficient K.
In one model, used by the air lines in transport
service, the first quadrrmt of the scale represents a rate
of climb of 500 feet per minute. At this point addi-
tional springs become effective so that the second quad-
rant of the scale is used for the range between 500 and
2,000 feet per minute. Thus, the pointer motion for
small rates of climb is doubled and the instrument made
more setitive as an indication of level flight, without a
decrease in the range of the instrument.
The mechanism is placed in a Dewar flask, closed in
front by a metal face plate, backed -witha one-half inch
layer of cork. The thermal insulation is such that the
temperature of the instrument changes at a very small
rate, so that the effect of a changing temperature (see
equation (14), last term, and equation (17)) is s-mall
enough to be neglected.
Pioneer,—The Pioneer rate-of-climb indicator has a
leak unit of noveI design. The leak is d@ned to have
characteristics intermediate between that of an otice
and a capihy so that no separate mechanism to com-
pensate for altitude is needed.
For a leak in which kninar flow obtains, as in a long
capillary tube, the pressure drop at a given volume
flow is nemly independent of the density. For an
instrument using such a leak, the leak coefficient. cc
(equation (4)) -would be constant and, if the other
design factors of the calibration coefficients K (equation
(15b)) are constant, the value of K wouId increase with
decreasing value-sof T; that is, with increasing altitude.
On the other hand, if the leak were equivalent to an
orifice the ~ressure drop at constant volume flow would
be proportional to the density. For an hstrument in
which the leak is an ofice, the value of a would be
proportional to the density and K wodd decrease with
decreasing density or increasing altitude. h instru-
ment in which the leak is equivalent to a combination
of ori6ce and capillary would have intermediate altitude
characteristics. For this instrument, a combination is
used for which the vahe of Kis nearly constant betvrem
sea level and 30,000feet.
A bimetallic element is used to compensate for
changes in instrument temperature. In some models a
means for compensating for rate of change of instru-
ment temperature is also provided. Details of this
feature have not been released.
LABORATORYTEST PROCEDUREAND TEST DATA
Calibration at room temperature.—l%e calibration at
room temperature serves to show whether the instru-
ment is properly calibrated, has a Iinear scale, and is
properly compensated for altitude. A diagram of the
apparatus used at the hTationaIBureau of Standards
is shown in figure 3. The instrument R is p~aced in a
low-pressure chamber or bell jar C together with a cd-
brated sensitive altimeter A and means such as a
buzzer B, for providing su%icientvibration to eliminate
the effect of friction in either irtstiument. The ou~et .....=
of the test chamber is connected to a mercurial barome-
ter M and to a needle valve v for controlling the flow
of air. The needle valve is connected by means of a
two-way stopcock T to a suction line S and to a line
P supplying clean air under a pressure of an inch or
two of mercury. The needle valve is set so = to pass
air into or out of the chamber at such a rate that the
indication of the rate-of-climb indicator is constant.
The indication of the rate-of-climb indicator is com-
pared with the standard rate of climb determined by
timing with a stop watch the change in indication of
the altimeter between two previously determined alti-
tudw, say, 2,000 and 4,000 feet. The calibration of the
altimeter may be checked independently with the aid
of the mercury barometer.
T’.—.-
G
M 3
??mum%-sketch of apparatua for mrking eenkerror teata. A fe the dthoeler;
s. buzzer; c, balI km M. mercury barome.teqP. praeemaWw R, mte-of~~b
tndfoe.toGS, euctionllnG T, two-wayatopeoek and V,needlevake.
Comparison of scale errors determined at altitudes
near sea level with those determined at higher altitudes
will provide a measure of the accuraq of the altitude
compensation. The performance of five typical 1938
airplane instruments is shown in table I.
TABLE I.-SCALE ERRORS IN FEET PER MINUTE OF
FIVE RATE-OF-CLIMB INDICATORS
[Soaleerrors are Positive ffindieated rate of cIfmb or desrfnt 1s rcater tlan tke
&standard rate. OhangaeIn scale erroreare ruefklveif the indlea on is greateret
the lowtemperature]
1 It Inetro.mente I
!2toL------
2to 4_. . .._.-
4 to 2----------
4ta2- . . . . . . . .
4 to 2.. . . . . . . . .
15to H........
17to 16_____
= to 6%_._--
aoto m_ . . . . . .
I I Changefnade errorsbetweenSSOCl.emd-95° C.eorreetedforzeroebfft
I I [ .aroeMftb3hw3enZY’CLand-8S”C. I
I I +ao –40 o –m I –m
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Temperature test,—The accuraoy of the temperature
compensation may be determined by comparison of
the scale errora at room temperature with those ob-
tained at a low temperature, say, —35° .C. Beoause of
the effect of changing chamber temperature on tha
indication, considerable care must be taken to insure
that the temperature of the instrument is constant
during the test. For this reason, and because of the
thermal insulation of the instrument chamber, the
apparatus shotid be maintained at the test tempera-
ture for at leist 2 hours. Air admitted to the bell jar
should be oareftiy dried to prevent all possibfity of
condensation in the hmk. It is better to dry the air
by preoodi.ng to condense out moisture than by
chemical means.
After temperature equilibrium has been established,
the zero shift is observed, and the scale errors are
determined by the same promdure as was used in the
calibration test. The performance of typical 1938
airplane ir@ruments with respeut to temperature com-
pensation is also shown in table I.
Time lag,—The time constant of a rate-of-climb
indicator is usually calculated by means of. equation
(19) from observations made on the decay of the indica-
tion of the instrument. The instrument is fir@ sub-
jected to a certain rate of change of prmsue which is
then suddenly reduced to zero. The time required
for the indication to fall from one definite value to
another is observed. Although any pair of indications
may be used, it ha been found convenient to determine
the tie required for the indication to fall from 2,000
to 200 feet per minute, when the initial maximum
indication is about 3,000 feet per minute and the final
indication is zero. From equation (19) it is seersthat
this time of decay is given by
‘=’104-)=23’
The time of deoay between two indications whose
ratio is 10:1 wiU be talk.d the time lag Al. and is seen
to be 2.3 times the time constant X
A determination of the time lag will be based on
timing the decay of the indication. Of more signficanoe
in the instrument is the decay of the d.iflerentkdpressure
Ap across the leak. If the time constant of this decay
is desired, there maybe used an equation of the form of
equation (19), except that the actual differential pres-
sures are substituted for the indications.
In the development of equation (19), it was assumed
that the wdibration constant X was constant and of
unit value, If the scale errors are such that the rela-
tion between indication and rate of climb is not sub-
stantially linear, the deoay of indication will not be
exponential and the time lag will have only an arbitrary
significance. An error in zero setting may be allowed
for by assigning tQo, in equation (19), the value of the
indication eventually reached when the rate of climb
is zero.
In a determination of time lag a small error in zero
~ettingwill cause an error of the second order, provided
;he average of the time of decay in ascent and descent
s taken. Thus, if the decay from positivo rates of
:limb were being observed, and the zero setting wore
mch that the instrument indicated +20 feet per minute
it zero rate of olimb, the time of decay would be
2000–20=2.41h~= x k%, 2oo_20
I?or dtiay from negative rates of cIimb and the same
rem setting,
The time of decay is about 6 percant high in one case
md 4 percent low in the other, but the average is within
~ percent of the time obtained with the correct zero
Jetting.
Three procedures for determining the time lag will be
iiscussed. The first two give equivalent results and
the thkd yields rcm.dtsnot in agreement, for reasons
which will be given.
(a) The instrument is set to zero and placed in the
test apparatus, as described in the. calibration test.
Starting with a pressure in the beIl jar lower than that
of the atmosphere by an amount corresponding to a
difference of, say, 2,oOOfeet, one admits air to the test
chamber so that the pressure approaches that of the
~tmosphere ats rate corresponding to a constant indi-
cation between 2,500 and 3,000 feet per minute. When
the pressure in the chamber is exactly equal to that of
the atmosphere, the flow of air is stoppod and the
chamber opened to the atmosphere, as by disoommcting
the tubing between the needIe valve and the MI jar
or by a valve with a large opening. The time required
for the indication to fall from 2,000 to 200 feet per
minute is measured with a stop watch, The observa-
tion is repeated except that the pressure is initially
graate~ tian the atmospheric pressure, and air is with-
drawn from the chamber. The average of the two
measured times is taken as A1O.
(b) A small pressure is appIied to the static pressure
connection of the instrument. When the pressure is
quicldy released by opening the instrument to the at-
mosphere, the indication of rate of climb will rise to a
maximum, then return to zero. The initial pressure is
chos-of. such magnitude (about 4 inches of water}
that the maximum indication is between 2,600 and 3,000
feet per minute. The time of decay from 2,oOOto 200
feet per minute is observed. The procedure is repeated,
but with an initial suction, thus obtaining n rate of
descentr The average of these two values for the timo
of decay is taken as the time lag X1O. This method
gives a result in good agreement with that obtained
with the first method, provided that the maximum
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indication in this method is approximately equal to the
initial steady indication in the fit method.
(c) With the instrument set to zero and placed in the
test chamber, just as in method (a), the pressure in the
chamber is made to change at such a rate that the indi-
cation of tha instrument is constant at 2,500 feet per
minute. At the desired pressure altitude the flow of
air is cut off by cIosing a valve, the indication decays
to zero, and the time of decay from 2,000 to 200 feet
per minute is measured.
Testi show that method (c) yields a time of decay for
both ascent and descent less than by either of the other
two methods. The dffhrence depends on the particukir
apparatus used and may be 20 percent or more. In
method (c) the requirement of constant pressure in the
test chamber is not satisfied during the timing intaval
but, because of temperature changes, the pressure is
changing at a rati that introducm appreciable error.
Suppose the time lag in ascent is being measured.
WhiIe air is being withdrawn from the test chamber, the
remaining air fl be cooled slightly below the tempera-
ture of the surroundings. After the flow is stopped, the
ah in the test chamber WWwarm slowlyj and co-
quently the pressure ti increase. This condition is
equivalent to a negative, iustead of zero, rate of climb
during the timing interval. When the time lag in de-
scent is measured, the test chamber is warmed when air
is being introduced; it cools slightly when the ffow is
stopped. Consequently, the pressure wilI decrease dur-
ing the timing interval and the rate of climb will be
positive. The equivalent rate of chb or descent due
to these temperature adjustments may easily be of
the order of 100 feet per minute or more.
Assume that an instrument kted by method (a) or
(b) has an observed time of decay of 9.2 seconds. From
equation (19) the time constant in seconds is
h=w-hz. ~oo_o2000–0 ==4.0
Tested in descent by method (c) the same instrument
wouId have a time of decay, in seconds, assuming a
rate of climb during the timing interval of +100 feet
ner minute..-. ——-
–,
For the test in ascent, the rate of climb would be
—100 feet per minute during the timing intervalj and
the time of decay in seconds is
The 15-percent discrepancy betwem 9.2 and 7.8 seconds
is of the order observed in practice. It follows that
method (c) may be used for comparative tests but, in
order h obtain the time constant, it will be necessary
ta determine a correction factor for the particular
testing apparatus and the type of instrument.
&ypical prwrd-day instruments have a time con-
stant at sea level of the order of 4 seconds and a time
lag AIOas determined by method (a) or (b) of about 9
seconds. Equation (15a) indicatas that the time con-
stant varies invwely as the atmospheric pressure and
therefore lmth it and the time lag increase with increas-
ing altitude. If the other factors affecting the lag are
constant, the vahwa of the time constant and the time
lag at 30,000 feet w-U be about 3.4 times that at sea
level. Jn most instruments the ratio is somewhat 1sss,
because the lag is affected if the altitude compensation
is made by control of the leak. The ratio of the time
lag at 30,000 feet to that at sea level ranges from about
1.5 to 3.o for a wide variety of instruments tMted in the
past 15 yeaxs, with the more recent types having a ratio
between 1.5 and 2.o.
Vibration test,—The vibration test is designed to
indicate the eflect on the instrument of the tibration
encountered in a service installation. It being out of
the qumtion to subject the instrument to all the pos-
sible modes of vibration that may be encountered, the
practice has been to specify a standard vibration for
the laboratory test. Accordingly, the instrument are
subjetted to a traditional vibratory motion in a cir-
cular path one-tbirty~econd inch in diameter in a plane
incIined 45° from the horizontal. The frequency range
is 1,000 to 2,500 cyck per minute. The zero reading
and the pointer oscillation are observed ovw the range
of vibration frequenciw. In addition, the instruments
are vibrated for a 3-hour period at a constant fre-
quency, usually at about 1,800 cycIes per minute,
The zero readings before and after the test are then
compared.
The performance of a typical instrument under vibra-
tion is shown in the following table.
PERFORMANCEIN VIEiRATIONTE8T
Fg.qpuegc~ Poi&po:soil- Or~d e of
(ftJmln.) L. . at.flrdn.)
LNM 6
X
l%+ ii 60
Change h ?.8r0after8hoom”vibratkn, 10
Overpressure testt+ertain airdane maneuvers,
such as the power dive, wilI involve rates of descent,
and occasionally rates of climb, far greai%r than the
maximum indication of the instrument. The over-
pressure test will indicate whether the diaphragm or
meohanism will be injured by the high difterentia.1
pressuresbuilt up during such maneuvem. The instru-
ment is subjected to a prassure change corresponding
to a climb from sea level to 30,000 feat at a rate of
20,000 feet per minute, followed by a descent to sea
[evel at a rate of 30,000 feet per minute. For a good .—
modern instrument, the zero reading 1 minute after
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the completion of this te9t will not difTerfrom that
before the test by more than 50 feet per minute; and,
in 10 minutes, the zero reading will have returned
almost to its original value.
Leak test.—It is necessary that the case of the rate-
of-climb indicator be free from_leaks since the case,
vented to a static tube in the free air, is normally at a
pressure differing from that in the cockpit of the air-
plane. In the test for case leaks, the static-pressure
connection of the instrument is sealed off, and the
pressure of the surroundings is reduced by 4 inches of
water. A change in indication will be observed tithe
instrument leaks appreciably. Leaks are most likely
to occur at the rim of the glass dial coyer or at the
packing of the shaft of the knob with which the zero
setting is made.
INSTALLATIONIN AIRCRAFT
In the usual airplane installation the case of the rate-
of-climb indicator is connectd to a static tube. .The
resistance to the flow .of air should be kept low by pro-
viding a wide-bore line to the ~tatic tube. (See ref-
erence 7.) Although the lag due to the resistance of the
tubing will not affect the resporise”of the r&+f-c.kub
indicator as seriously as that of the altimeter or air-
speed indicator, it will somewhat reduce the response
of the instrument when used as a level-fbghti indicator.
The statio line should be leakproof. If an altimeter
or an air-speed indicator is connected to the static line,
a suction sufhient to cause an appreciable indication of
the most sensitive instrument may be applied h the
static tube and the holes sealed off. A change of indi-
cation after sealing will indicate a leak. If the rate-of-
cIimb indicator is the only instrument in the static
line, a suction of, say, 4 inches of water maybe applied
and the static holes sealed. If the indication returus
to zero after sealing, and the instrument indicates a
descent when the holes me opened after an interval
of 1 minute, the line may be regmded as leakproof.
Besides being leakproof the lines must be freo of oil,
duet, and water to avoid stoppage or entry to the instru-
ment. A drain may be provided for the removal of
water.
lJATIONti BUREAU OF STANDARDS, —
WASHINGTON, ~. C., Januury 6, 1939.
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